Cheese and Mountain Fun – D 2


1 day excursion
After less than 2 hours from your hotel, admire the green landscape of Gruyères area before to be at the foot of the Fribourg Prealps where stand a preserved city which houses the small pittoresque castle of Gruyères, which appear to have emerged straight out of the Middle Ages.

But, before to reach it, take your time to discover the king of cheeses, Gruyère AOP. “La Maison du Gruyère” offer a nature getaway to show you all the secrets of making its cheese.

Then, the Castle of Gruyères takes you through eight centuries of history of art, history and legends. When you are tired of looking at the panoram of the Alpine peaks from its terrace, you can stroll through the traffic-free streets of the small town. Art galleries, Tibet Museum, handicraft’s shops and traditionnal restaurants are there to live an unforgettable moment.

Then you will take the road to the mountain area up to Gstaad, famous world known resort. On the way don’t forget to stop at Rougemont, a marvellous village with XVIII century old chalet and Where you can have a lunch in a Michelin starred restaurant.
At the Pass of Pillon, a cable car will drop you at the summit of the Diableret’s peak calls « Glacier 3000 ». Apart from the breathtaking alpine scenery, Glacier 3000 has lots more in store: renowned architecture, instgramable photo spots, and unique thrills: A spectacular walk on a safe hanged bridge.
The return to Geneva will be done via the Rhone valley. At the start of Leman’s Lake, you will pass close of the Castle of Chillon, just before to make a stop at Montreux.

Montreux enjoys a privileged location between the lake and the mountains, creating a mild and pleasant microclimate throughout the year - an ideal environment for beautiful flowers and tropical plants. That's partly why we love strolling along its flower-lined quays, gazing out at Lake Geneva. Culture-wise, jazz lovers have flocked to Montreux since 1967, and over the decades, the Montreux Jazz Festival has become an unmissable event on the shores of Lake Geneva. But we can't resist the charm of the Belle Époque architecture that hides many intriguing stories.

There, embark on a historical Paddle Steamer to Lausanne for fun and admire a beautiful view on the vineyard’s area of Lavaux, a Unesco Heritage site.
**Price per person**  **chf 800.-**  
Tour will go ahead with maximum of 12 participants and minimum 8.  
For private party of 2 people, **chf 2100.-** p.p

**The price includes**  
Transportation by private van  
English-speaking tour guide  
Visits including tickets and entrances mentioned in the program.  
The price doesn’t include Drinks and Meals
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